RESOLUTION NO. 15-S-2003


WHEREAS, to this date LIKHA MOLINO IV ELEMENTARY SCHOOL is offering classes for grades I-IV only;

WHEREAS, LIKHA MOLINO IV ELEMENTARY SCHOOL has a current enrollment of 430 students;

WHEREAS, to accommodate the incoming grade V or VI for the next school year 2003-2004 and in order not to further dislocate the students if they will be required to transfer to another school it is necessary that the LIKHA MOLINO IV ELEMENTARY SCHOOL be opened for grades V & VI.

NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the foregoing, in a Regular Session, upon motion of HON. PETER SIMON C. LARA, unanimously seconded by all present, it is resolved as it is hereby resolved to request the school division superintendent of the province of Cavite to open classes grade V & VI at LIKHA MOLINO IV ELEMENTARY SCHOOL next school year 2003-2004.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that the copies of this Resolution be furnished to all concerned offices.

February 18, 2003 at Bacoor, Cavite.
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